THE HINTZ PHILOSOPHY ESSAY PRIZE

Academic Year 2022-2023

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
BROOKLYN COLLEGE

**Submission Deadline: Wednesday, March 1st, 2023**

PHILOSOPHY STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO SUBMIT AN ESSAY, NOT LONGER THAN 20 PAGES, WRITTEN FOR A PHILOSOPHY COURSE, ON WHICH YOU RECEIVED AN A, FOR CONSIDERATION FOR THE HOWARD W. HINTZ PHILOSOPHY ESSAY PRIZE.

YOUR PAPER MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE ATTACHED COVER SHEET. PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT ALL FIELDS ARE FILLED OUT ON THE COVER SHEET.

**NOTE: THE PROFESSOR MUST ATTEST TO THE GRADE YOU RECEIVED ON THIS PAPER WHICH IS WHY THERE IS A SIGNATURE LINE ON THE COVER SHEET FOR THE PROFESSOR.**

YOUR NAME SHOULD ONLY APPEAR ON THE COVER SHEET WHERE IT SAYS ‘NAME OF APPLICANT’. YOUR NAME SHOULD NOT APPEAR ANYWHERE IN THE PAPER.

SUBMIT COVER SHEET AND YOUR PAPER TO:
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR, DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY, 3308 BOYLAN HALL
THE HINTZ PHILOSOPHY ESSAY PRIZE

Academic Year 2022-2023

**Submission Deadline: Wednesday, March 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2023**

Cover Sheet

Name of applicant (last name, first name): ____________________________________________

Name of professor (last name, first name): ____________________________________________

Semester & Year: __________________________________________________________________

Course number: ________________

Paper title: _____________________________________________________________

Grade received: _______________________

Signature of professor: ___________________________________________________________
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Date Received (mm-dd-yyyy): ______________________________